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1  University Reform in Japan

(Background)
    - knowledge-based society
    - lifelong learning society
    - globalization

(University Reform )
    - putting emphasis not only on research but also on education
    - giving more flexibilty to individual institutions in educational and administrative system
    - creating effective and accountable managing system which is open to the society
    - establishing reliable and transparent assessment system of universities

2  Impact of ICT in the University Education

    - increasing access to higher education
    - enlarging possibilities of international joint activities and cooperation
    - enriching content and method of education

3  Development of the Use of ICT in Japanese Universities

(Histry)
    - correspondence university courses
    - the University of the Air(1985)
    - Space Collaboration System(1986, the National Institute of Multimedia Education)
    - correspondence graduate schools(1998)
    - recognition of media-mixed distance lectures as a formal education method (simultaneous      two-way
conference system)

(Latest legislation in 2001)
    - recognition of media-mixed distance lectures through internet
    - making it possible to obtain all the credits required for graduation through internet-based       distance
education in correspondense universities
    - making it possible to obtain about half the credits required for graduation through            internet-based
distance education in campass-based universities
    - making it possible for Japanese universities to recognize credits obtained through             internet-based
education from overseas universities

4  Quality Assurance of Higher Education

(Requirement for credit granting internet-based education)
    - accompanied by the careful guidance to students
    - providing opportunities for students to exchange opinions each other

(Necessity of reliable and transparent assessment system)
    - evaluation exercise by the National Institution for Academic Degrees (from 2000)
    - self-evaluation exercises by individual universities
    - voluntary quality assurance mechanism



5  Issues in the International Dimention

    - necessity of collecting reliable data concerning the actual status of e-learning in the world
    - necessity of studying the possible international mechanism for the information sharing and      quality
assurance


